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Since November 2015 the team of élan interculturel
moved to «Les Grands Voisins», an abandoned hospital now hosting an exciting social initiative ran by a
French NGO «Aurore». Les «Grands Voisins» offered
residence free or at moderate price to almost 1000
people in difficult situations and in need of shelter,
and serve as working space for more than a hundred
NGOs, Artists, Startups, SMEs. After one year of living
in «Les Grands Voisins» we realized that interactions
between people live and people who work on the site
are not so intense as we would have liked. Residents
did not attend trainings and workshops we thought
might be useful for them. Few residents or office dwellers crossed the symbolic boarders that separated the
spaces they occupied, each confined to their respective comfort zones. The cantina, which was expected
to be a forum for encounters, ended up serving the
workers and the young bohemian outsiders, much
less the residents.
We welcomed the «Artivism project» as an
opportunity that may just give us the excuse and the
means to change our ways, do something differently.
We extended the invitation to all youngsters who
worked or lived on the site of Les Grands Voisins to
work together. We moved out of our own comfort
zone and presented our project of «learning to use
the arts to communicate social and political ideas»
at the residents’ meeting in the space, which was to
become a leisure center for the residents. We had
moderate success: some were interested, but some
others clearly not: one resident told us «I do not care to
express myself this is a luxury for me, I’ve more important things to think about like life basics of finding my
daily bread». But there is no way art workshops can
become an occasion to contribute to daily bread?
Actually, there was, to a humble degree: we realized that one of the spaces of Grand Voisins called
«Troc-shop» needed some interior design and decoration. This «Troc-shop» was a space for non-monetarized exchange, using the local currency of the site
called «Time-coins», which enables the associations
to hire the residents who don’t have the legal status
for different services so that they are paid in this local
currency for which they can buy different goods in the
«Troc-shop». So, under the guidance of artist Nina
Lambert we proposed deco-design workshops as a
means to work together with residents offering the
participants a humble remuneration. Slow and lonely
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at the beginning, the deco workshops became a fix
point for working together, cutting patterns out of
coloured paper, but most of all getting to know each
other. Through two months of joint work, a core group
of 20-30 years old young people started to take shape:
most of them from Mali and Senegal, most of them
men, and one lady from Cameroun became regular
colleagues. After a while, we discovered that they
were more motivated by the
working together and the
encounter than the small
remuneration, which many
of them simply declined.
By the time we finished the
decoration, our group was
formed and we were ready
to engage with our subject
matter.
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What happened in the deco workshops spontaneously
and informally, later on became more regular and
structured. Gradually we increased the rhythm and
started to explore specific issues that were brought
up by participants. First these subject matters were
more general. Two of them seemed so interesting that
we organized special expert sessions on them: the first
focused on prejudice, discrimination and racism. This
was a smaller interactive session where we explored
together these concepts and how they impacted our
own life as subjects and as perpetrators of stereotypes, prejudice, and discrimination. The second subject was gender, relationship between men and women
in an intercultural perspective.
However, slowly we realized that the most pressing issues, those that triggered the most emotions
concerned the immediate environment of «Les Grands
Voisins». The issue was clearly sensitive: Les Grands
Voisins is a space which offers shelter, in a way is their
home in Paris, and most participants had a feeling of
gratitude and the impossibility to formulate criticism.
But once, one participant mentioned how he felt that
no one of the white people on the site ever looks at
him. And this one comment opened the way to discussions about inequality, racism, anonymity, the lack
of reciprocity.
To structure these discussions, in the beginning of May
2017, we did the ABCD session, in order to collect ideas
we asked the participants to pick randomly a folded
piece of paper that contains a letter of Latin alphabet
and trying to find a word that related to the local life
in «Les Grands Voisins» and discuss about it…
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Here are some of the words collected:
“Mirror”: there is a mirror in every bathroom, in front
of every sink. This seems to be very important for
Europeans. Back in the village there aren’t so mirrors
everywhere.
“Marmite”: this is what brings people together, making
food, sharing food. Les Grands Voisins is like a Marmite
“Integration”: we lose our differences to become similar and equal
“Ennui” (“boredom”): there is nothing to do here on
the weekends, there is lots of boredom
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→ Learn basics of composition
→ Understand light
→ See colours
→ Imagine, test, use different frames
→ Learn to use the body, pose
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WHAT DID WE FOCUS ON? WHAT WAS IMPORTANT?
→ Expand the idea of what a sculpture is
→ Learn to see shapes and colours
→ use any material and integrate it in the sculpture,
for example, some used some pieces of wood, others

None of the participants had much experience with
art. The challenge of the «initiation workshops» was to
offer an invitation to taste different art forms so they
see which one is for them. Because the main aim of all
the initiation workshops was to give the participants
some artistic tools in order to express themselves
freely and clearly, we did not try to limit them by a
specific subject or one path to take.
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WHAT DID WE FOCUS ON? WHAT WAS IMPORTANT?
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used some leafs of tree and some used some pieces
of cartoon papers
→ Valorise «African culture»: the artist leading the
workshop and many participants were from Senegal,
and we wished to valorize the Senegalese aesthetic as
opposed to forcing a European approach to sculpture
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WHAT DID WE FOCUS ON? WHAT WAS IMPORTANT?
→ «Demechanising» the body: get liberated from the
everyday routines and repeated movements to prepare for creativity
→ Help engagement by offering easy playful activities
→ Learn to present ideas with one’s own body or the
body of another
→ Start making commons scenes, in collaboration
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WHAT DID WE FOCUS ON? WHAT WAS IMPORTANT?
→ «demechanising» the way we create images, introducing randomness and play
→ learning basics of composition
→ letting imagination run free
→ telling stories with images
→ talking about the art works created
For the description of some activities see chapter 3
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WHAT DID WE FOCUS ON? WHAT WAS IMPORTANT?
→ Giving participants a chance to write or tell their
story, the story they wish to tell.
→ Using the newspaper format to gather everyone’s
stories and images
During the «initiation workshops» we adopted some
working principles to guide our work:
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As much as possible we tried to invite participants
to decision-making, to offer their opinions on the
workshops and the joint work (e.g. «what art form
would you like to learn?», «what form of expression
do you imagine for your message?» «what is the most
important for you?»). It was a slow learning process
to become aware of our own cultural embeddedness, our schemas, and mechanisms, and also on the
process of how such questions can be asked, when
they start to make sense, when the others will feel
empowered to answer. Our team tried as much as
possible to work with a horizontal posture, integrating
all team members in decisions, welcome the critique as
a resource, and not question the feelings of residents
when they questioned our work. We learnt how to let
go of some desires when they did not meet those of the
group. We tried not to think on behalf of someone else
but rather think together. We tried to adjust to other,
explore the position of a helper who is also helped in
a mutual learning.
The constancy of workshop: we worked together
from March 2017 until September 2017 in regular
base, almost once a week.
Choosing a strategic location, where facilitators
became guests, the “residents” the hosts: As we mentioned above, the «Maison des medicins» was the leisure centre at the disposal of residents. It was «their»
space rather than the «workers’». The facilitators’ team
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chose to hold the session there, rather than inviting
residents into «our space».
Flexibility: We tried to be flexible with the time
of workshops/subjects/activities in order to reach the
participants in maximum way, that’s why the team
Artivism in Paris did not hesitate to organize many
workshops during the weekends or holidays because
it was suitable for participants
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In our second station we screened the short film
based on the text of the residents who were engaged
with us, and starred by them. It’s a 10 minutes short
film. The film was introduced by the director Ivan
GONZALES and one of the participants who contributed to the script and also was a main character.
We exhibited the visual elements created: the texts,
photos and collages. We performed a traditional
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1. EXHIBITION

On the 30th June an art exhibition was organized for
the artists working on the site of «Les Grands Voisins» our artivist workshop received a room in the
exhibition where we exposed the art works already
created: sculptures, photos and the texts. The complexity of a social experiment like les Grands Voisins
is well illustrated by the reception of the texts written
by the participants: many visitors were excited to read
for the very first time the opinions expressed by residents. However, some people were overwhelmed by
the sincerity of the texts, which shared positive but
also negative thoughts, talked about disappointment,
solitude, anonymity.

Senegalese tale about «the secret of happiness». We
wanted to end the parcours with a celebration of the
work we did during the last couples of months,
we enjoyed together of some music, and we danced
once again.

2. INTERACTIVE PARCOURS

On the 28th July we invited people who work and live
on the site for an artivist afternoon together, presenting them different aspects of our workshops.
We created a parcours across different spots of the
GrandsVoisins, spaces that are more frequented by
residents and spaces of the office dwellers.
We started our event in the courtyard of one
of the main buildings for NGOs. We welcomed the
audience and the participants in an informal setting
with snacks and drinks to get to know each other in a
casual atmosphere.
To facilitate the process we lead some ice-breaking activities, learning names and some aspects of
our identities.
We invited participants to walk to the next station, walking together with 2 other persons they know
the least, we asked them to discuss with each other
about the first good memory in the site of Grands
Voisins.
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Each station worked, did what it was supposed to do,
the combined energies of the participants (residents
and the members, volunteers of the élan’s team) worked nicely, the months dedicated to preparation and
rehearsal bore their fruits.
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The turn-out wasn’t quite like we expected. All the
residents who participated in the artivist workshops
were present, but we had quite few participants from
the office dwellers’ side. Very few people came from
the organisations leading LesGrandsVoisins, while
they were key targets. Their presence would have
confirmed the residents that they are listened to, their
opinions matter. For this reason we decided to add
another campaign event, connected to the publication
of the journal, one of our main products.
3. PUBLICATION OF THE “JOURNAL”

Our final campaign event took place on the 27th of
October. The event was dedicated to the presentation
of the journal, reading some excerpts, organizing a
space for exhibition and then celebrating together the
work done.
As before, visitors reacted according to their
sensibilities: some were happy and enthusiastic to
learn about the views, experiences and opinions of
residents that they have not heard before or not
though about before. Others, in particular social workers whose mission is most dedicated to the wellbeing
of the residents were disappointed by the criticism
that some residents formulated.
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The artivist tools served us well in being able to
engage in discussions and reflection on issues that
were important to the residents on our site.
Team members, who at the beginning showed
resistance towards the arts, turned out to be the most
engaged and most regular. They started to express
themselves more and more, and learned to give form
to their opinions with art. For time constraints and
technical concerns, we did not try to involve participants in the post-production of visual products such
as the paper and the post cards. We didn’t make much
effort to include everyone in the administrative management of the project either. This is a little bit of a
regret : we could have benefited from doing this work
together.
The process offered very exciting questions concerning the posture of the artist / facilitator, the possibilities and limits of horizontality and
co-construction, and our “habits” and expectations
concerning artistic quality and forms of expression.
Indeed, we had to become aware of our own ethnocentric vision of what is art and what is protest, our
desire of inviting everyone to follow the European
conceptions of what art should be, and how we should
communicate about issues in sophisticated artistic
ways. How to make artivism in intercultural ways,
overcoming ethnocentrism?
Finally, we should give importance to the people
who are in the position of making changes, make the
transformations in the subject matters that are carried
in our artivist campaigns. In fairness, in some cases,
the oppression is so blatant and done in a methodical, conscious way, that the only possible strategy
is confrontation. But sometimes those who we may
perceive agents of oppression, are potential actors for
change, and possibly they are entangled in a web of
power dynamics themselves. The advantage of our
“small scale” project in Paris, focusing on our immediate surrounding is that these people in “power position” were accessible – at least in theory. Although
we worked in open ways, inviting everyone to join in,
we did not take all precautions to ensure that our
message can be heard. Indeed, some of our “target
public” did not have the resources necessary to overcome negative emotions that the mirror we offered
may have triggered. We can still learn how to involve
everyone in a creative dialogue that instead of rigid
closure effectively promotes joint work for change.
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PHOTO JOURNAL

Cover of Face caché newspaper, Élan interculturel
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Pages 14 & 15 of Face caché newspaper, Élan interculturel
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Pages 6 & 7 of Face caché newspaper, Élan interculturel

